The first ascent of Mukar Beh
John Ashburner

Until 1968 Mukar Beh (19,910 ft) was the highest unclimbed peak in Kulu
valley, a mountain of great beauty and surprising difficulty which had repulsed
several previous attempts of varying strength. 1 I was invited by Dennis Gray
and Liam Calver to join in their light-weight expedition and on meeting them
in Delhi at the end of May, we took the local bus for two days up into the valley.
Shortly after establishing ourselves at John Banon's guest house in Manali we
went to locate Sonam Wangyal who had been a high altitude porter with both
Gray and myself previously, on Indrasan (A.J. 67. 323) and Papsura (A.J. 73.
158) respectively. I was amazed to see his cheery face (portrait in H.J. 27.92)
as he met us on the road, for although the usual beedie was hanging from his
tobacco-stained lips, the protruding tooth which had so often caused amusement was sunk back into alignment and sparkling white. Only later did he spin
a dubious yarn as to how his tooth was knocked out and replaced with a pot
replica.
On I June 1968 we left Manali in a lorry with fifteen local porters and drove
to the foot of the Solang nullah, at the head of the Kulu valley. Snow lay low
for the time of year and all but the tallest trees were covered as we walked
beyond Dhundi, the first night's stop. The men were paid off at Beas Kund
(12,000 ft) and the Base Camp was erected on what was then a 10-ft deep
plateau of snow.
To the north lay the snow-covered moraines rising steeply to Shiti Dar (17,358
ft) and the site of Camp n. To the west lay Bruce's Pass (16,391 ft) and two
rock fortresses of about 17,000 ft,2 but the view was dominated by the precipitous North wall of the Solang Weisshorn (Hanuman Tibba) down whose
hanging glaciers and rock walls avalanches rarely seemed to pause (A.J. 72. 201).
Although the approach to Base Camp was so easy, upward progress towards
Mukar Beh itself was exhausting. Our Camp I lay 3500 ft above at the top of
a spur of moraine which divides the glaciers spreading down from Ladakhi Peak
(17,525 ft) and Shiti Dar (H.J. 25. 178 and 26. 144). A preliminary ferry of
loads was halted by a mild snow storm but by 8 June enough equipment had
been assembled to enable Wangyal and I to spend a night there. The tent was
placed on a snow platform dug in front of a rock rognon, so providing protection
from any avalanche danger from the snow couloir above: at this stage we had
1 See A.J. 73. 245 for brief account of this first ascent and earlier history, together with
two photos [54-5]. Another photo is in H.J. I9. 152.
2 See peak c. 17,600 ft in [114], north of Bruce's Pass, which is probably still un climbed.
The ridge continues north to the second fortress, KuJu Peak, which I am told was
climbed by a party from the \Vest Himalayan Mountaineering Institute, Manali (no
records available). A short precipitous ridge joins Kulu and Ladakhi Peaks. The latter
was named after Sonam \Vangyal in 1963.
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still not completely discounted the possibility of an avalanche having overwhelmed Geoffrey Hill's party at this same site, though later in the expedition
we were to conclude that this had not been the case (A.J. 73.246). As the sun
set that night and the snows grew red on Indrasan and Deo Tibba across on the
eastern side of Kulu valley, it was difficult to believe my friend had spent his
last hours in a storm at this very spot only eight months previously.
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42 The approach to Mukar Beh, I968; sketch map supplied by John Ashburner

On 9 June Wangyal and I took light loads and cramponed up the hard snow in
the couloir above, emerging on the ridge plateau 1 t hours later. ntil this stage,
Mukar Beh had been hidden from view by the Ladakhi Peak-Shiti Dar ridge.
Mukar Beh somewhat resembled a fortress, with its eastern walls dropping
sheer for 8000 ft onto an ice-fall which swept north into the Chandra river.
A ridge led steeply down from the summit to connect with the intermediary
Manali Peak which has already received several ascents including one in mistake
for' Mukar Beh. (H.J. 26. 145). The ridge continues down from ManaJi Peak
to a rock hump which was later to site Camp III and further to connect with
Ladakhi Peak.

43 Mlllwr Be" (r9,9IO ft, left) olld J\lJolIoli Penh (1 ,600ft, right): from the orth
ridg of Ladakhi Peak, looking north. The route traversed ,Ianali Peak from Camp
I r r (c. r 7,300 ft bottom right) and finished across the icefield and up the skyline
ridge to Mukar Beh. ee also [45]. Photo: Denni Gray; reprinted from A.J. 73.
[55]

We dumped the loads on a snow plateau, hich would form amp JI at about
17,000 ft and walked east along the ridge up to the summit of hiti Dar. Here
Wangyal discovered a tin which not only contained the name of taniger'
party from the previou year (A.J. 73. 246), but to his delight the photograph
of a rather beautiful Indian lady, which he insi ted on removing to where he
thought it reall belonged
n top of Mukar Beh. Alas this was not to be, for
in the early morning shambles of the summit attempt we forgot to take it with us.
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Five days later, on 14 June, we had carried sufficient equipment up to allow all
four of us to move to Camp 1. We found a party from St Stephen's College,
Delhi, already encamped and witnessed them scale Manali Peak (the intermediary peak en route to Mukar Beh)-only three days after leaving Manali,
a staggering feat considering that one member had climbed only Snowdon
before! Wangyal and I carried loads to Camp III and then traversed along the
ridge to reach the Northern face of Ladakhi Peak. Three pitches of loose rock
brought us to the summit barely three hours after leaving Camp I at 6am.
From this fresh vantage point we could survey the upper structure of Mukar
Beh and the ridge leading to Manali Peak (A.J. 73. [55]). It appeared difficult
and we thought that the scale would force a bivouac on our return even if fixed
ropes were placed along the connecting ridge. We scrambled back down the
East ridge of Ladakhi Peak, passing the St Stephen's lads still en route upward!',
and reached Camp I at 11.30am.
Gupturam constituted the fifth member of our party and was serving as an
apprentice cook to Wangyal. He had just arrived at Camp I from Manali,
where he had made some txtra purchases and brought up our mail. As he was
not yet a climber we would not allow him to go higher, although his enthusiasm
was plain enough. He was always cheerful company but it appeared from his
cooking that his apprenticeship was to last several more years. A few days later
he was taken ill with a severe cold and was sent down to guard Base Camp and
recover. We were consequently very surprised to find him racing back up the
next day. Apparently he had emerged from his sleeping bag that morning to
find a bear looking him straight in the face: fortunately the uninvited guest
soon left but Gupturam took no chances and fled to rejoin us.
We now had sufficient provisions high up on the mountain to attempt an
assault in the excellent weather. As Gray and Calver were not yet fully acclimatised, I moved up to Camp III (17,300 ft) with Wangyal on 16 June, carrying
enormous loads. On the 17th we took rope and ironmongery and climbed along
the corniced ridge and up an ice-field to reach the rocks of Manali Peak in
seventy minutes. The summit was now only 100 ft above and we could just
make out a fixed rope dangling into the dark abyss behind. This, we concluded,
was a remnant of Staniger's attempt the previous season. Closer inspection
from the top of Manali Peak revealed the rope to be in excellent condition
although partially covered with snow and ice. We had brought 1200 ft of line
with us and proposed to hang it just as our predecessor, but with a
margin left over for any further difficulties once down on the narrow ridge
leading to Mukar Beh. Wangyal was already uncoiling our rope and sorting the
pitons while I was having serious doubts about proceeding any further at all!
The summit is merely a tottering block of granite perched above sheer drops
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to the glaciers on either side of its narrow ridge. It seemed to have an eerie
atmosphere all of its own and I completely lost my confidence. Perhaps altitude
effects, coupled with exhaustion from the considerable load carrying we had
done over the last fifteen days, was having a bigger toll than I realised. I decided
to act cautiously and informed Wangyal I would have to return without completing our task of placing our fixed ropes. This was the first time I have turned
back on a big mountain in such circumstances but the mental relief it gave
seemed to indicate a wise decision.
Gray was delivering goods at Camp III when we returned and he agreed to
take my place while I moved back into sUPEort at Camp Il. They fixed 600 ft
of ropes from Manali Peak next morning but from 19 to 22 June made no
further progress, for reasons which were a mystery to me, alone as I was at
Camp Il. Apparently they took a rest day and postponed an attempt next
morning as the weather seemed unsettled. On the evening of the 21st their
paraffin stove refused to light and they spent over two hours in a tent reeking of
fumes attempting to mend it. Wangyal seems unaffected by even the worst
physical discomfort but unfortunately Gray began to feel very ill. When the
performance was repeated in the early hours of the 22nd, the two stalwarts
eventually staggered vomiting from the tent and prepared to make their assault.
They had eaten their dehydrated food raw and had drunk only a splash of
liquid in the previous sixteen hours. They not only felt nauseated but it was by
now S.3oam and very late for an attempt on Mukar Beh. Utterly exasperated
they reluctantly turned back and walked to meet me at Camp Il.
I had now recovered from the shock of viewing Mukar Beh at close quarters
and was delighted to find Wangyal ready to turn about immediately and return
with me to Camp Ill. Gray took up my position in support at Camp Il and we
parted, leaving him with the offensive stove and taking a better one with us.
Curiously that was the end of the stove trouble, but it had nearly cost us the
summit. We had so far been graced with excellent weather, and apart from
cloud, all other ominous features such as the rumbling of thunder had remained
a few miles away. However, we realised it couldn't last and were both extremely
eager to continue the climb.
We feasted regally that night and got away at 3.20am. on 23 June. The snow
was hard and our crampons hardly scratched the surface. We were on top of
Manali Peak at sam and as dawn broke in all its glory over Indrasan and
Hanuman Tibba we swung rapidly down the fixed ropes. At 6am I tripped over
a boulder at the end of the fixed rope with 'Angnima' carved on it, marking the
point of return of Staniger's party. With rope coils, Wangyal danced delicately
over the quarter-mile of cornices intermingled with loose rock, to reach the foot

44 Preparing lite descent from .Mana!i Pen!,
John Ashburncr
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of the ice-field on Mukar Beh [45]. At 7am we paused for breath by a loo-ft
wide crevasse, backclothed with a 120-ft wall of ice. The left hand possibility
looked uninviting up 70° ice and soon Wangyal was tiptoeing over a snow
bridge on the right hand extremity. He cut steps silhouetted against a glaring
sun and reached easier ice above. I followed and we dumped one of our spare
fixed ropes at the belay for easy descent. Eight hundred feet of cramponing up
the ice brought us to the foot of the summit rocks at 9am, but we were soon to
find that our troubles were only just beginning. The next 800 ft was composed
of very steep snow, ice and incredibly loose shale. It is the worst rock I have
encountered and my confidence ebbed as it crumbled to the touch. Wangyal
is an expert in these conditions and made good progress, however. Boulders
rumbled down from beneath his feet and snow cascaded below his burrowing
arms. He was almost like an ape wading vertically upwards and I prayed that
his body would proceed up faster than his feet seemed to be coming down. The
sun was working on the snow now and conditions were worsening rapidly. As
my nerves began to fray, I asked him how much further there was to go. 'I'm
not sure, Sahib', he replied, winching me up a disintegrated wall of shale. I
reached him and pumped his arm, for the cunning fellow was sitting on the
summit. It was 11 am and we tied ourselves to a rock and walked up on to the
summit cornice. Below I heard a shout from Calver, who had spotted us from
Camp Il, and then a yodel from Gray at Camp Ill. It seemed to clinch the
feeling of isolation and I turned to find Wangyal grinning at me.
Unfortunately the rope was not quite long enough to permit me to peer over
the north side of the cornice. I was particularly anxious to see if the ridge
marked as connecting Mukar Beh to Shikar Beh (20,340 ft) was in fact climbable, so permitting a traverse of these magnificent peaks. I held my camera
aloft and pressed the shutter but unfortunately it is not possible to decide from
the photograph. However, it seems likely from A. J. M. Smyth's brief description of the Shikar Beh ascent (H.]. Ig. 154) that an ascent of Mukar Beh could
be forced up the ridge from the col. I would be interested to see a view of those
ridges in profile, taken, perhaps, from the Sissu nullah or the Chandra river.
The ridge is seen from the south in A.J. 73. [54], and appears to be offormidable
length and elevation, being perhaps It miles from Mukar Beh to the col with
Shikar Beh. There is also a photograph in H.J. Ig. 152 from this col looking
towards Mukar Beh, but the ridge is not shown in entirety.
The panoramic photo I obtained from the summit [114] reveals little that is
not already known but the exceptionally clear day shows the peaks of Lahul
and the Bara Shigri divide, and Pt 21,760 ft (see p. 226) sharply.
Wangyal was busy building a cairn while I searched for any signs of previous
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visitors. Satisfied the summit was virgin, we glanced once more over to Indrasan, Deo Tibba and Papsura. What a tragedy that Geoffrey Hill, who had
conquered the latter, could no longer be with us on Mukar Beh. With mixed
thoughts we started to abseil back down the shivering rocks. It was a slow
process, for firm belays were hard to locate. Eventually our second fixed rope
was abandoned on the lowest rocks before the ice-field and I was startled by a
shout from Wangyal. He had found a tin of uncertain age but probably less than
three years old. We assumed that these rocks had turned back a previous attempt
and I pondered over our luck, for "ve had only just been able to scale them.
The ice-field was now in very dangerous condition with a covering of snow
which threatened to lubricate a rapid descent. Cautiously we belayed down to
reach the fixed rope down the ice-wall and over the crevasse. The corniced
ridge to Manali Peak was weak and as Wangyal tripped along merrily I tried to
predict which side he would fall, so that I could counter with a leap on the
opposite one. We reached the fixed ropes up to Manali Peak without incident,
but at the onset of a threatening storm. As we hauled ourselves to the top, the
ironmongery started to buzz with static electricity. Down the ice-field to Camp
III the conditions were again very dangerous and it was with great relief that
we emerged from the mist, to be greeted by Gray holding two steaming mugs
of tea from the tent doorway.
On the 24th we loaded Camp III on our backs and sped across the slopes to
Camp Il. This traverse was completed with further relief, for several times
avalanches had obliterated the route and crossings became more dangerous as
the endless days of sun weakened the snows above on Ladakhi Peak. We could
not carry Camp Il as well, so soon Wangyal made a huge bundle of equipment
and rolled it over the edge. Calver scrambled out of his tent at Camp I and was
just in time to catch the package in a fine rugby tackle as it came hurtling past.
We were anxious to reach Base the same day, and so Wangyal constructed an
even larger package weighing about 600 lbs. While this was going on, I went to
investigate Geoffrey Hill's camp site that was just emerging from the snow.
The ample stores of food, equipment and medical supplies added a sad postscript to our venture. We all concluded that a cornice had formed over the
tents, presumably as they had slept overnight, and that they had suffocated
(A.J. 73· 246).
We continued the descent and marvelled at the skill with which Wangyal and
Gupturam manoeuvred their enormous load down the snow couloirs. Three
days later we had devoured a sheep at Base Camp and returned to the pastures
of the Kulu valley. As I walked alone down the Solang nullah I met a party of
Americans who were hunting for bears and who had just had to spend a day
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constructing a bridge in order to cross a swollen torrent. I reflected that people
find excitement along different avenue and was again puzzled by the compelling call that the mountains still held for me.
SUMMARy-Punjab Himalaya, Kulu. Mukar Beh, 19,910 ft. First ascent 23
June 1968, by traverse from Manali Peak (18,600 ft), J. E. Ashburner, onam
Wangyal (Ladhaki). Other members: L. Calver, D. D. Gray and Gupturam
(Manali).

